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Program 

11:00 Welcome and opening remarks 
René Peters, business director NSE program

11:15 Key learnings from the study 
George Wurpel and Anne-Mette Jørgensen, MSG Sustainable Strategies

11:45 Discussion with panel of interviewees and participants led by René Peters
Wouter van der Hilst, Coast Guard Netherlands
Anne-Marie Frissen, NOGEPA
Hans Timmers, NWEA
Heleen Vollers, Stichting De Noordzee
Thomas Donders, TenneT

12:30 Closing 
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North Sea Energy Program

Public-private research consortium; 
30+ international parties from the energy value chain; 
launched in 2017. 

Investigates the North Sea’s potential for a new 
reliable and affordable energy system towards 2050.

At the heart is an integral approach of the energy 
system and its benefits.
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o Smart offshore connections will save society costs, time, space and CO2 emissions.

o Potential as a pioneer region for the European Green Deal.

o Includes pilots and projects to test and demonstrate innovative concepts in practice.



Partners 2016-2022 



Integrated energy system on the North Sea
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o CO2 storage

o H2 production

o Electrification

o Energy storage

o Energy islands



Research Themes
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7. Roadmap towards an integrated North Sea Energy system in 2050

6. North Sea Energy system mapping and modelling

3. Safety, integrity
& Reliability

2. Society, Governance
and Communications

1. North Sea Energy 
hubs and transport 
infrastructure

4. Ecology & Environment

5. Offshore logistics



o The North Sea is crucial in the energy 
transition: production, conversion, 
transport, buffering, storage potential

But….

o Energy is not the only function

And there is considerable pressure on

o Time (fast)

o Space (small footprint)

o Economics (low cost, business case)

The energy transition is a social transition!
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Social embedding of
North Sea energy 
system integration 
A Stakeholder Analysis

Anne-Mette Jørgensen and George Wurpel

MSG Sustainable Strategies



System integration means connecting the various 

factors and actors involved in the energy transition so that they 

function as a single energy system.

The energy system of the future - from generation to use - has 

dependencies between different sectors and between technological, 

economic, legal and socio-political aspects. This complexity calls for 

an integrated approach in which all the different aspects are geared 

to one another. We call this approach system integration.



System integration: what is the opportunity?

1. Not just economically,

2. Not just technically,

3. But part of a societal transformation.

This requires a dialogue with stakeholders
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Objectives

• Improve understanding of (other) 

stakeholders’ views

• Identify various stakeholders’ 

concerns and needs

• Identify potential societal benefits 

of system integration

• Strategy for stakeholder 

engagement around Hubs and 

System integration Roadmap.
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Our research in a nutshell
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16
interviews

NL CCSReuse Hydrogen

176
sources

6
Perspectives

4
work

sessions

3
review 
rounds

SCOPE

APPROACH



Stakeholder fact sheets
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• Organizations/Sectors

• Dominant perspectives

• Key interests

• Needs

• Concerns

• Views on technologies

• Knowledge and information needs
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CO₂-neutral raw materials and fuels
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Renewable electricity
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Infrastructure
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Spatial planning
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Nature
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Industrial transition
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Stakeholder views on North Sea System Integration: 
Common ground

• Target for 2050: carbon-neutral energy system with large amount of renewables.

• North Sea offshore wind will play a key role in the energy transition.

• Increased coordination between sectors is key.

• Clear & solid policies are essential: direction/incentives and spatial procedures.

• Knowledge base: Need for an (independent) common knowledge base.

• Spatial pressure on North Sea is high; solutions to efficient use of space are 

needed.



Views differ with regard to

General

• Self-sufficiency vs. trade opportunities

• Speed of transition from fossil to renewables

• Priority of energy transition in relation to other goals (nature, food, other uses)

• Role of government vs. market players (industry) in facilitating decarbonisation

Reuse

• Benefits: size of cost savings, right locations, environmental benefits?
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Common ground on necessity, 
but conditional on paths

Hydrogen

• Timing (technological development) and necessity (alternatives)

• Blue hydrogen as a stepping stone or as a lock-in ?

• Offshore versus onshore production: costs, safety, spatial claims

CCS

• not seen as part of system integration

• temporary technology or key technology also for negative emissions after 2050?
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North Sea system integration is a 
wicked problem

• Different perspectives of what’s the problem 

• Time line

• Distance

• No set number of solutions

• Governance
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Full report and perspective map available

https://north-sea-energy.eu/nl/resultaten-2021/
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https://north-sea-energy.eu/nl/resultaten-2021/


THANK YOU!

Find more information and 
the analysis report on:

www.north-sea-energy.eu


